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Group Tracking
For many surveillance applications, targets of interest tend to travel in 
a  group - groups of aircraft in a tight formation, a convoy of vehicles 
moving along a road, groups of football fans, dynamic clusterings in 
finance and medical applications.
This group information can be used to improve detection and tracking. 
Can also help to learn higher level behavioural aspects and 
intentionality.
Some tracking algorithms do exist for group tracking. However 
implementation problems resulting from the splitting and merging of 
groups have hindered progress in this area [see e.g. Blackman and 
Popoli 99].
This work develops a group model and algorithms for joint inference of 
targets’ states as well as their group structures – both may be dynamic 
over time (splitting/merging, breakaway…)



Standard multi-object tracking 
problem:



Dynamic group-based problem:



Initial  state prior

State  dynamics
Group  dynamics

Likelihood



Group variable G



Inference objective



Stochastic models for groups

Require dynamical models that adequately capture the 
correlated behaviour of group objects
We base this on simple behavioural properties of individuals 
relative to other members of their group (attractive/repulsive 
forces)
Some similarities to flocking models in animal behaviour analysis
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Also include a repulsion mechanism for close targets which discourages collisions.








State variables



Bayesian filtering recursions



State Transition Probabilities



Inference Algorithm

We require a powerful scheme that is 
sequential and able to sample a high-
dimensional, structured state-space
We adopt a sequential MCMC scheme 
that samples from the joint states at t 
and t-1, based on the empirical filtering 
distribution at time t-1 
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